NOTES:

1. Marker Posts shall be used in unimproved easements and Rights of Way to locate manholes, water, valves, flushing inlets, blowoffs, electrolysis stations, and other facilities as required by the City Engineer.

2. Posts shall be 4"x4"x6'-0" preservative treated or redwood, and painted with two(2) coats of outside white paint.

3. Legend to be labeled on posts in 3" black letters are as follows:
   a. On sanitary sewers: C. of M.
   b. On storm sewers: C. of M.
   c. On water lines: On side facing valve, show size of valve
      On Opposite side, show C. of M.
   d. On electrolysis stations: T.S. on test stations
      A.S. on anode stations

4. Only one marker post shall be installed per electrolysis station.